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Need to get more Qlik Sense® analytics 
insights to more of your employees and 
business partners fast? Qlik® Reporting  
Service is optimally used as a business 
process automation you can count on  
to transform how you connect and share  
Qlik application insights with others you trust.  

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Connect and Extend Your Analytics Value  

Your employees and people working in your partner circle need the broader business outlook that only 

reports can provide. Yet too many teams are inundated with data and IT organizations are struggling to 

keep up with requests for access to more frequent, even daily reports. Qlik Reporting Service is the answer 

to staying aligned and improving decision making. It offers a new way of distributing reports via business 

process automation so as your Qlik application data and reporting needs grow, team frustration doesn’t.    

Our automation empowers your IT organization to quickly assemble, automate and accelerate  report 

distribution. It delivers through a wide variety of channels, sending information the way you direct it –  

to recipients inside and outside of your organization. Because we automate all the reporting distribution 

work, you can effortlessly expand your Qlik analytics reach while cutting out repetitive programming tasks. 

And that frees your staff resources for higher-value assignments. 

Our Qlik Reporting Service upends traditional reporting composition and delivery protocols. For example, 

through a Reporting Service API, it gives your centralized or shared services IT people a groundbreaking 

way to deliver, or burst, multi-page reports as PDFs from Qlik Sense® applications for multi-channel 

delivery. And our Qlik innovation isn’t stopping there as we continue to empower more people with data 

and analytic insights.
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Qlik Reporting Service gives you rapid time-to-value benefits

Save Time: Automate Report Tasks 

Quickly assemble, automate and accelerate the distribution of different reports for 

a variety of people and across organizations. Take advantage of templates to ensure 

consistency. Improve productivity and speed time to value, not only meeting but 

exceeding reporting requirements.   

Strengthen Connections: Deliver PDF Reports 

Simply deliver reports via email to anyone in your recipient stream. Or deliver reports to cloud storage 

connectors such as Google Cloud, Dropbox, Amazon S3 and others, to strengthen your business connections. 

Extend Your Analytics Reach: Access the Reporting Service reach: 

Whether your people already use Qlik or not, expand your Qlik Sense analytical insights across your enterprise 

and beyond. Use the Reporting Service to schedule or trigger a cadence of Qlik Sense insights to your 

employees and people working across your business eco-system – partners, suppliers, agents, and others – 

through a portal to extend your analytics reach.

1 2 3 4Easily create report 
definitions

Reports delivered 
to channel

Cycled Report -  
All Sheets

Global Manager Report - 
Levelled Sheet 
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Quickly Get Started 

The Reporting Service public API supports Qlik Sense capabilities, bursting report options, multiple 

distribution channels and more:  

• Qlik Sense charts and sheets PDF outputs 

• Composition with a 50-page maximum PDF 

• With Selections per object 

• Configurations, including export size, orientation, zoom, DPI, themes and soft properties 

• Two options for bursting reports  

• Work programmatically with the Reporting Service API on a system integration  

(requires professional developer skills)   

• Work with Qlik Application Automation to leverage starter blocks and templates (no-code/low code 

environment with frequent releases is easily configurable and supports many file delivery channels) 

• A variety of recipient distribution channels including the following:

Amazon S3

Google Cloud 
Storage

FTP

SMTP Mail

Dropbox

Sharepoint
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Qlik Reporting Service, in delivering report task automation, leverages Qlik 
Application Automation’s time to value features including the following:   

• Low code/no code environment 

• New report blocks released frequently 

• Enhanced email block for email report distribution 

• Recipient lists that can be pulled from connected sources 

• Distribute to connected channels that support file delivery 

• Easily configure triggers (schedule, reload, API, etc.) 

Discover Our Qlik Reporting Service 

If your organization is looking to reimagine reporting, look no further than our Qlik Reporting Service. 

Simple to configure, its automation of report creation and delivery tasks saves time and IT staff headaches.  

Learn more here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tXyuT_1S23o&t=412s

